
August 25, 2008

To Whom It May Concern -

37signals recommends that software developers pursue what they call the Hollywood Launch. They don't 
give any argument for this method, except perhaps the title "as if Hollywood was a business you should 
try to imitate?# -- I guess the idea is that you're supposed to do it since 37signals says to.

The basic idea behind the Hollywood Launch is simple: you release a few hints about your product to 
build buzz, slowly revealing more and more until the big day, when you throw open the doors and people 
flood your site, sent there by all the blog coverage and email alerts.

This may work well for Hollywood -- if your movie is a big hit at the box-office on opening weekend, 
then the movie theaters are more likely to keep showing it in the weeks to come and you get credit for 
being "one of the weekend's biggest films". But for software developers, it's moronic. Your software isn't 
being released in theaters, it's available over the Web. You don't have to worry about the theater no 
longer showing after week one; you can keep pushing it for years, growing your userbase.

Instead what happens when software developers try the Hollywood Launch, and I've seen this many 
times, is that users indeed do flood to your site on launch day but...

   1. They bring the site down from the load. You scramble to get it back up and succeed by 
coding like a mad man, only to find...

 
  2. They discover some big bug that you never quite noticed before, which makes the 

whole thing look like embarrassing hackwork. "What? You forgot to test that last-
minute JavaScript change in IE6 1/2?# So you're desperately rushing to fix the bug 
before the traffic dies down, rush-patching things and restarting the server when...

Tomorrow, hardly any of those users come back. Your traffic graphs look like the sharpest mountain 
you've ever seen: a huge climb up and then, almost immediately, a similarly-sized crash back down.

So what do you do then? Well, you do what you should have done all along: you grow the site.

Sincerely,

Aaron Swartz
CEO, Watchdog.net

November 20, 2008



ATTN: Mr. Carl Malamud, public.resource.org

This document is an invoice in the amount of $12,500 for the dotgov audit 
project, including parsing of the dotgov crawl, a framework for auditing reports, 
and analysis for broken links and bad HTML.

Please remit payment to Watchdog.net, Inc., EIN 26-3111796.

Yours sincerely,



Aaron Swartz
watchdog.net

INVOICE


